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THE ONE THING THAT MONEY CAN’T BUY

T wo score and a dozen hours after stepping outside the parental 
abode, the protagonist of the Beatles’ “She’s Leaving Home” is 
far away, “waiting to keep the appointment she made, meeting a 

man from the motor trade.” The song continues:

She
(What did we do that was wrong?)
Is having
(We didn’t know it was wrong)
Fun
(Fun is the one thing that money can’t buy).

The lines present three diffi culties: What is the nature of her rela-
tionship with the man from the motor trade? The early hour (9 AM) 
and the identifi cation of the man’s occupation imply a job interview or 
a business transaction; if a tryst or elopement, his occupation does noth-
ing to render him more attractive. Why in the world would working at 
a car lot, or buying a used car, or being involved with such a person, be 
fun?

The song implies that money cannot buy fun. Is this in fact true?
Furthermore, the claim that fun is the one thing that money can’t 

buy contradicts another Beatles’ song, where we are told that “money 
can’t buy me love.” Source critics would posit different writers for the 

This issue’s Editor’s Column is devoted to a discussion of Rabbi Yitzchak Blau’s 
Essay “Modern Orthodox Arguments Against Television” (Tradition 44:2).
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two songs. Both songs, however, are traditionally ascribed to Paul, and it 
is foolish to eliminate textual problems by hypothesizing multiple au-
thors. Economists committed to the doctrine that everything has a price 
would maintain there is nothing that cannot be assigned a dollar value. 
Hence both fun and love, as members of the null set, are identical. This, 
too, violates the plain sense of the text.

The correct understanding, in this writer’s view, is that we have 
here, not two authors, but two voices. The statement “Fun is the one 
thing that money can’t buy” belongs to the chorus representing the 
mother of the girl who has left home. It is her opinion, and is not en-
dorsed by the song itself.1 The primary voice in the song disagrees: it 
may hold that fun is not the only thing that money can’t buy; or that fun 
can indeed be bought. Either approach removes the contradiction be-
tween “She’s Leaving Home” and “Money Can’t Buy Me Love.”2 Our 
second question—whether money can buy fun—depends on the two 
alternatives. Either way, however, the primary voice asserts that she is 
having fun, so we must still explain why keeping the appointment she 
made with the man from the motor trade is classifi ed as “fun.” More on 
this later.

II

R. Yitzchak Blau’s article against owning a television set (Summer 2011) 
has provoked much discussion. Most of R. Blau’s arguments are cogent 
and do not require rehearsing: Most TV entertainment is trashy, inculcating 
and reinforcing loose moral standards, exhibitionism, loud insult and vul-
garity masquerading as humor; this preponderance is increasing as the 
demoralization of secular society progresses. The intellectual and 
informational content of TV programs, being visual rather than verbal, 
and because it operates in sound bites, educates to shallow thinking 

1 In the original recordings, which should be consulted in interpreting the 
Beatles, the word can’t sung by John is given a noticeably posh enunciation. Con-
trast to Paul’s almost American pronunciation of the same word in “Can’t Buy Me 
Love.”

2 One could also resolve the contradiction between the songs by suggesting that 
money can indeed buy love but that the speaker in “Money can’t buy me love” (stress-
ing the pronoun!) is incapable of doing so, either because he has been infl uenced by 
the conventional wisdom that money cannot buy love, or because he lacks suffi cient 
money, or because he lacks true faith in the power of money to procure love (“I don’t 
care too much for money”).
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and manipulated reactions. Where TV watching is a regular part of 
one’s schedule, these habits tend to crowd out more refl ective modes 
of experience. Where it serves as a “plug-in drug,” as the default lei-
sure activity for adults, as the substitute baby sitter for children, it 
generates passivity.

At the same time, TV provides some entertainment that is innocent 
or even insightful. Fred Allen, a great radio comedian who failed on TV, 
in his memoir, Treadmill to Oblivion, lamented that it is a “medium” 
because rarely well done. TV’s appeal to the visual may indeed make it 
less intellectual than its audio precursor. Sometimes, however, a picture is 
worth a thousand words. As with other cultural media, the user must 
critically assess its inherent strengths and weaknesses. Novels appeal to 
the emotions as dry metaphysics does not, and this may be a good or bad 
thing. The medical biographer Michael Bliss reminds us, apropos of 
William Osler, that sound bites predate the 20th century: Osler’s aphoris-
tic pronouncements and hands on demonstrations in the wards were an 
essential ingredient of his legendary teaching.3 Radio may satisfy my ap-
petite for classical music, but a non-professional who cared about art or 
nature would be hampered by the lack of access to television.

R. Blau correctly notes that television distorts political judgments by 
marginalizing the long historical perspective and highlighting the visual 
attractiveness of politicians. He ignores the fact that other modes of com-
munication distort in different ways. The scandal sheets of the 19th cen-
tury were substantially more infl ammatory than anything we get today 
and did not provide any opportunity of rebuttal. Could the obese Taft be 
elected today? My father, who saw Taft canvassing in the fl esh, found him 
congenial, basking amiably in his campaign song “Smile, smile, smile,” 
and boosted with the slogan “Everybody loves the fat man.” Had voters 
known of his propensity to fall asleep during cabinet meetings it might not 
have been so good for him; on second thought, he won against Bryan.

Thus the worthlessness and harmfulness of most TV, like the worth-
lessness and harmfulness of most demotic contemporary culture, is not a 
compelling argument to refrain from it completely. Likewise, the poten-
tial usefulness of the TV is not a compelling argument to purchase the 
appliance for one’s home. If R. Blau treats the TV like tobacco, an un-
healthy product with no redeeming value under normal circumstances, I 
would compare it to alcohol, a boon to joy and conviviality for God and 

3 The same Osler, as a young man, was also much taken with John Ruskin’s state-
ment to the effect that no mind could resist for a year the dulling infl uence of the 
daily newspaper.
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man when used moderately and appropriately, a cause of untold damage 
and pestilence when one abuses it and becomes dependent on it.

III

For Woolf, TV or not TV is not the question. The title of his response is 
“Does Modern Orthodoxy not Believe in Fun?”4 Conceding most of R. 
Blau’s characterization of TV, though disagreeing signifi cantly about the 
amount that is well done and the quality of that, he complains that Mod-
ern Orthodox thinkers are too serious about making optimal use of time. 
(Who are these Modern Orthodox thinkers, as distinguished from merely 
Orthodox thinkers?)

He argues that play, according to the psychologists, is a necessary 
component of creativity, especially for children. He may mean that a rig-
idly scheduled life, a life without spontaneity, a life without fun, is per-
force a life without creativity. He states that most people are not capable 
of the strenuous intellectual life that animates the elite thinkers of Mod-
ern Orthodoxy, centered on the study of Torah and nourished by active 
engagement in the life of the mind. These people require fun to fi ll their 
time and keep them sane.

R. Blau, for his part, proposes worthwhile, though non-intensive 
types of reading and alternative pastimes that are less passive and more 
oriented to social, face to face relationships. Presumably Woolf fi nds these 
forms of amusement, too, inadequate for the general. Why does he think 
so?

One reason that Woolf’s psychologists value free play is that it allows 
people to encounter new experiences and to explore new ways of dealing 
with the world, possibilities that would be neglected or avoided if we 
were always following our strictly determined script. Free play is also the 
arena in which the child learns to take independent initiatives. Spontane-
ous activity is thus a gateway toward discovering the astonishing world 
outside of us, and an occasion to develop the competence to live in and 
shape that world.

We wondered why meeting the man from the motor trade counts as 
“fun,” when the things that money can buy do not, in the opinion of the 
parental chorus. Our diffi culty is compounded by the fact that money 

4 “Does Modern Orthodoxy Not Believe in Fun,” Avi Woolf, last modifi ed Sept. 6, 
2011. Available at http://torahmusings.com/2011/09/does-modern-orthodoxy-
not-believe-in-fun/.
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does seem to buy the kind of things that Woolf, and the people he’s talk-
ing about, call “fun,” the things that divert us from the serious part of 
life. The simple answer, within the parameters of the song, and in real life 
as well, is that a controlled life, without independent initiative, without 
surprise, however well arranged in every respect, is a defi cient life. In 
truth, it is not only lacking in fun, but also devoid of joy.

Not only the problematic “at risk” youngster, sullen and rejecting of 
the authority’s instruction, wants to exercise independence and see things 
for himself or herself. To the contrary, the young person (or older person) 
who has no sense of adventure and initiative, who always conforms, is “at 
risk” for a life of spiritless mediocrity. “She’s Leaving Home” is less about 
an adolescent rebelling against her parents than it is about a maternal at-
titude of possessiveness that makes leaving home surreptitiously a reason-
able outcome. “How could she treat us so thoughtlessly? How could she 
do this to me?” the mother breaks down to her husband.

Unless interpreted sexually (perhaps even then), the meeting with the 
man from the motor trade is not inherently fun. Under other conditions 
it would be a drag. The point is that in keeping an appointment she made, 
the girl who left home is taking responsibility for her own initiative. That 
is the exhilaration that the song, taken literally, refers to as fun. And the 
poor parents, stuck in the possessiveness of the cash nexus, still don’t get 
it.5

With this analysis of the Beatles under our belt, let me ask you: If 
education to initiative and independence and creativity is both inevitable 
and desirable, is it best prepared for through passive pursuits like watch-
ing a bellyful of TV each day, or by the kind of activities recommended by 
R. Blau? Is it best molded by repetitive exposure to insult humor and wise 
guy deprecation, or by habituation to other, more refl ective and more 
decent models of human connections?

Let me ask further: Take young people, or adults, who have been 
brought up without regular exposure to TV and kindred mass media. Are 
these individuals more bored than their peers? Do they enjoy life less? Are 
they unfamiliar with joy and delight? Or have they, to the contrary, 
evolved more reliable and more wholesome ways of giving meaning to 

5 According to the Wikipedia article on “She’s leaving home,” McCartney later 
injected into the song a sexual interpretation. According to the Wikipedia article on 
“Money can’t buy me love,” he also came to interpret love as a synonym for fun. Un-
der the force of considerations we have raised, he now concludes, that “money can’t 
buy me love” is a false statement. Clearly Sir Paul’s disagreement with his youthful 
work renders his later reading problematic, quite apart from the general vexed ques-
tion of retrospective authorial intent.
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their leisure and lending charm to the moment? Here I speak not only 
of the intellectually gifted. Even those who are merely “above aver-
age” are entitled to something better than the default culture of our 
society.

Some of R. Blau’s critics express fear that his approach would alienate 
“at risk” youngsters who would go “off the derekh” out of boredom by 
denying them all refuge outside Beit Midrash and library. True, the atti-
tude of “one size fi ts all” plays some role in many defections from Ortho-
dox belief and practice. Even more so, I suspect that the relentlessly 
overscheduled socializing typical of the Orthodox lifestyle, which cor-
rodes privacy and discourages individuality, has a demoralizing effect on 
those who prefer to have more breathing room. In other words, we 
should have fewer hours devoted to prescribed activities rather than more.

Does the terror of boredom mean that we must surrender to the 
cultural norms of secular society? If we believe that popular entertain-
ment is overall not good for the soul, we should not stifl e our convictions 
in our desperation to retain affi liation. If the television set does not 
belong in one’s home—and I am not a partner to R. Blau’s sweeping 
proscription—we should respect our young people enough to tell them 
this, and to give them the opportunity to enjoy something better. Money, 
in the form of toys and diversions, does buy fun, whatever the mother in 
“She’s Leaving Home” might think after the fact (“We gave her every-
thing money can buy”). What they cannot engender is genuine religious 
commitment or joy, as opposed to transitory conformity and a fragile 
simulacrum of family or communal togetherness. To think otherwise is to 
take one step down the winding road that leads us to the lady sobbing 
alone at the top of the stairs on that enigmatic Wednesday morning in 
the ‘60s of whose heartbreak Paul McCartney made such unforgettably 
enjoyable music.

IV

All the same, it is a terrible thing to fall victim to boredom. How did 
people cope before TV? How do serious Christians, who eschew it, keep 
from going off the derekh? Are they all high-powered intellectuals, en-
grossed in the small print of Barth’s Church Dogmatics or in probing the 
compatibility of the extra Calvinisticum with the doctrine of Dominus 
Iesus? Do they devote their time to sports and square dancing? Do they 
warble hymns incessantly, on earth as they will in heaven? Or do they play 
endless rounds of “Lutheran geography”?
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It would be remiss to leave the subject of boredom and squandered 
leisure without revisiting the radio episode of Hancock’s Half Hour avail-
able under the title “Sunday Afternoon at Home.” Television, in late 
1950’s Britain, is not yet the default option.6 Amid heroic efforts to discern 
human faces in the wallpaper by squinting at it from the right angle, desul-
tory attempts to extract interest from the newspaper and half-hearted essays 
in gossip, amid predictable grumblings about the heavy dinner, the thin 
offerings at the cinema and the late opening and early closing of the pubs, 
it emerges that a friend of the household has been hospitalized for some 
time and is dying for a visit. It’s a fi ne idea, but seems too much trouble, 
and they put it off to next Sunday. By the end of the day, and the end of the 
half hour, they resolve never to waste a day as they have this Sunday.

Visiting the sick? Performing other good deeds and constructive ac-
tivities? Perhaps that’s how they pass the time, these mysterious individu-
als who may not be Modern Orthodox, and who are neither intellectuals 
nor characters in a situation comedy. Come to think of it, I know such 
people. To do these things well calls upon the creative spontaneity that 
Woolf associates with popular culture properly enjoyed. I would go 
further—a sense of fun, of the sort that money can’t buy, is a distinct asset 
and a frequent byproduct of any occupation involving concern and love 
for other people, be it the life consecrated to teaching Torah or the rigor-
ous practice of medicine (again think of William Osler!) or just keeping 
company and being a decent human being.

Again, I ask: How shall we organize our discretionary time so as to 
nurture, in ourselves and in others, lives of intellectual and practical excel-
lence, of transcendent ethical and religious vitality, and of abiding joy? 

Shalom Carmy

Avi Woolf Comments

I would like to thank R. Carmy for the opportunity to participate in this 
discussion. I am humbled by the thought that a mere blog post has cre-
ated enough attention to merit being invited to write on the pages of 
Tradition.

Let me start by saying that my post was meant to demonstrate that 
television is merely a tool of communication, nothing more. Television 
can certainly be misused, and R. Carmy’s example of the parents who use 
TV as a surrogate, unsupervised babysitter is a perfect example of this. 

6 The authoritative Asa Briggs claims that TV ownership exploded only when 
Hancock’s program migrated to the screen. A television episode of the Half Hour 
(“The Set that Failed”) nicely satirizes the resulting rage for TV.
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However, TV can be used for good – whether by watching documentary 
and history channels, or by learning to be a discerning viewer, choosing 
to focus on good programs and avoiding the vapid junk.

However, as I said in my post, television is merely the symptom. The 
cause is the almost total abandonment by Modern Orthodoxy of any kind 
of engagement with popular culture. Books and articles are constantly 
published and symposia held on the challenges of high intellectual cul-
ture, “Torah u-Madda,” and the like. Much less effort is spent on estab-
lishing a rational attitude of negotiation with ‘low-’ and ‘middle-brow’ 
culture.

The Haredi world is far ahead of the Modern Orthodox one in this 
respect. Haredim intuitively understood the importance of popular cul-
ture and leisure time. Rather than just ban everything, they created a 
‘kosher’ alternative. Haredim are at the forefront of Orthodoxy in creat-
ing everything from children’s literature and art to popular music, all 
designed for a frum audience.7 

Even the Modern Orthodox community’s Israeli counterpart – 
Religious Zionism - is surpassing its American counterpart by leaps and 
bounds. In addition to the religious art and poetry on display in special-
ized journals, Israel’s Religious Zionist community can boast prolifi c reli-
gious cartoonists such as Shay Charka8 or the Armadil Journal9 and a host 
of musicians. Modern Orthodoxy doesn’t have anything close to such 
richness as of yet.

Thus, Modern Orthodoxy is suffering from both sides. On the one 
hand, it has created no substantive religious alternative to Western popu-
lar culture. On the other hand, it has made no real attempt to carefully 
examine aspects of popular culture and decide what to endorse or at least 
tolerate and what to reject. So Modern Orthodox youth are faced with 
the option of either abstaining entirely from any popular culture, which 
they are unlikely to choose, or swallowing it wholesale with no guidelines 
or barriers to help them navigate it.

Both R. Carmy and R. Blau would likely respond that such engage-
ment isn’t necessary and that there is a middle ground between high-level 
culture and television. R. Blau suggested a number of quality (serious) 
children’s books which are age-appropriate. R. Carmy shows that many 

7 A good source on this which recently came out is Yoel Finkelman’s, 
Strictly Kosher Reading: Popular Literature and the Condition of Contemporary 
Orthodoxy, (Academic Studies Press 2011).

8 http://shaycharka.blogspot.com/
9 http://www.armadil.net/
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serious Christians visited the sick and were ostensibly involved in many 
other good deeds before television consumed everything. If this is the 
case, then engagement isn’t necessary.

However, I do not believe this is the case. Kids before television 
didn’t just do good deeds – they played sports, read comic books and 
built forts. Before sci-fi  channels and comic-cons, there was the science 
fi ction of Jules Verne, H.G. Wells, and others. Before the soap operas and 
shows about high school, there were romance novels aplenty. My point is 
that the need for play has always existed and always will exist, the only 
difference throughout the years is the tools which were used to fi ll that 
need. Not everything has to be serious or mission-oriented.

Rather than debate the utility and benefi t of this or that tool for en-
tertainment in the abstract, Modern Orthodox rabbis, educators, and 
parents would do well to familiarize themselves with what’s out there in 
popular culture. They should study it, understand it and, most of all, take 
it seriously. A careful examination of the tools (television, internet and so 
on) and the contents would provide educators with much better and 
more fi ne-tuned senses for the good and the bad in Western popular 
culture.

More importantly, they can speak the same language as their students 
and children and help them realize what is acceptable from our point-of-
view, what is problematic, and what is out-of-bounds. They should also 
be able to properly articulate why program such-and-such or singer so-
and-so is a good infl uence (or not), not just halakhically but as a matter 
of values. If successful, this will provide the next generation with a much 
better set of tools than just a high brick wall that says “asur.”

Yitzchak Blau Responds:

People do need fun and play in their regular schedule and not every mo-
ment demands the utmost seriousness. I suggest we utilize the following 
guidelines when including lighter aspects into our lives. The playful activ-
ity should be neutral and not negative. If we decide that hunting for sport 
impacts harmfully on a human personality, we will relinquish any fun and 
relaxation it might provide. Secondly, we should encourage, to the de-
gree possible, fun that overlaps with something of value by cultivating 
personalities that enjoy worthwhile activities. For example, we attempt to 
raise kids who enjoy The Phantom Tollbooth and A Cricket in Times Square 
just as much, and hopefully more, than Captain Underpants. Our adults 
could derive greater pleasure from An Anthropologist on Mars than from 
the latest John Grisham novel. People of all ages can enjoy communal 
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charity projects. If our children and adults never perceive higher quality 
endeavors as fun, this refl ects educational failure. 

Applying these criteria to television makes me think that we should es-
chew this medium. My original article argued that TV watching has negative 
impact and I will not rehash the arguments. I would prefer that our kids play 
sports, or even watch sports on television, over the standard TV program-
ming fare. Avi Woolf writes that children used to play sports, read comic 
books, and build forts. If such activities beat TV watching, we should pro-
mote our children’s engagement in them. Furthermore, let us encourage 
children to enjoy reading The View from Saturday or expressing themselves 
artistically. They can relax and have a good time while enriching themselves. 

R. Shalom Carmy’s insightful contribution argues that television re-
sembles alcohol more than tobacco. To extend the metaphor, what if we 
fi nd that irresponsible drinking is widespread in our community? Instead 
of using wine or beer positively, people become drunk frequently and 
some cannot imagine an enjoyable evening absent an alcoholic beverage. 
We might choose at that point to abstain from alcohol altogether. When 
evaluating our community’s addiction to television watching and the 
quality of what it watches, I conclude that we have a drinking problem. 
Ask yeshiva high school students how many of them have watched the 
Kardashian sisters’ reality show.

Woolf states that Modern Orthodoxy fails to produce popular culture 
or provide its members with the tools to evaluate popular culture. He 
contrasts this with the production of mass culture in the American Haredi 
and Israeli Religious Zionist worlds. This argument has merit. However, 
some usages of popular culture totally eviscerate our message. A recent 
Aish HaTorah Rosh ha-Shanah video consists of professional dancers 
dressed as yeshiva students break dancing in the old city. No viewer of this 
video will hear anything about divine judgment or the coronation of 
God. What possible value could this have? R. Aviner’s SMS responsa rep-
resent another example of using modern media while losing your mes-
sage. Should question such as “should women study Gemara” receive one 
word or one sentence answers? Utilizing popular media requires great 
care to insure that we still convey content of authentic worth. 

Does it help when teachers “speak the same language as students?” I 
agree that teachers who convey that Orthodoxy invariably means seclud-
ed naiveté do us a disservice and that insightful evaluation and analysis 
depend on knowledge of the subject matter. On the other hand, some 
students look for a countercultural message. They respond positively to a 
fresh approach transcending the silliness they know very well pervades 
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popular culture. Such students may grow more from the teacher fi rmly 
critical of television than from the educator who can cite chapter and 
verse from The Simpsons.

My original article probably was too sweepingly general and I appre-
ciate an approach that argues for more selective usage of television rather 
than total removal. We could try to convince our students to think more 
critically about what they choose to watch. While I personally prefer a 
television-free home environment, reasonable people can disagree. At the 
very least, I hope that my contribution stimulated readers to think about 
the negative aspects of television watching and about strategies to allevi-
ate the problems. Plenty of enriching and active fun exists. Let us enjoy 
the world without succumbing to sound bites, foolishness, and passivity. 
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